Cell-surface binding sites for high density lipoproteins do not mediate efflux of cholesterol from human fibroblasts in tissue culture.
The present investigation was designed to test the hypothesis that binding sites for high density lipoproteins (HDL3) on cell surfaces of peripheral tissues mediate cholesterol efflux from these cells. This hypothesis had been formulated to explain two observations: 1) HDL3 binding to peripheral cells and HDL3-mediated cholesterol efflux from these cells had both been found to saturate at similar unbound (free) HDL3 concentrations; and 2) both of these processes had been found to be similarly "up-regulated" by loading the cells with cholesterol. In the present study, however, we found that the "specific" binding of HDL3 to cholesterol-loaded human fibroblasts was saturated at a free HDL3 concentration of approximately 20 micrograms protein/ml, whereas efflux of cholesterol from these cells to HDL3 did not "saturate" even at a free HDL3 concentration of 2000 micrograms protein/ml. In addition, we found that the increase in cholesterol efflux caused by loading the fibroblasts with cholesterol was no greater when the acceptor particles were HDL3 than when albumin or phospholipid vesicles served as acceptors, despite a marked increase in HDL3 binding to these cells. Because HDL3 binding to these cells and HDL3-mediated cholesterol efflux from these cells do not saturate at similar free HDL3 concentrations, and because the cholesterol-induced increase in HDL3 binding is not accompanied by a similar increase in cholesterol efflux that is specific for HDL3, we conclude that the described HDL3 binding sites on human fibroblasts do not mediate cholesterol efflux.